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Chairman’s Report to AGM for year 2015-16 
  

It has been my pleasure once more to lead your committee through another very busy year.  Firstly I wish to 

pay tribute to our secretary, John Campbell and our Treasurer, Linda Harley for their commitment and 

contribution to the work of the Branch throughout the year. Both have been invaluable support and guidance to 

me and have conducted their business cheerfully and efficiently. The entire committee have been dedicated to 

working hard to see that the Branch functions well and that our members are given many great opportunities 

to learn and enjoy dancing. Much of this has also been due to the great band of teachers and class 

representatives that we have. I thank you all for making it indeed a great honour to be your Chairman.  
   

There have been many highlights, the most recent being yet another successful well attended and much 

enjoyed Weekend school where once again the committee worked tirelessly, volunteering to make sure jobs 

were done to a high standard so that everyone had a good time and the branch was presented in a good light 

to all those who attended. A special word of thanks to Patrick for excellent ticket production and management 

as well as all the other jobs he undertook.  We were delighted to receive many accolades including those from 

our visiting teacher and band. Mervyn Short from the BHS Borders Branch was an excellent choice as guest 

teacher and once again the additional optional afternoon class for very experienced dancers was well received 

and enjoyed. Despite the aching limbs of those who attended all classes the music from David Oswald and his 

band was exceptionally uplifting and people were amazed at its power to keep them dancing “right on to the 

end” even if tired and weary. Last year our feedback said Belfast was a great Branch to come to with much to 

offer.  Again this was the case. David Oswald wrote afterwards asking to purchase tickets to come back from 

Scotland and join us for our December events in the full knowledge that we have booked another band to play! 

Each of the classes has undertaken to run an event for the 70th Anniversary. In January “A” class held a great 

Burns Night with live band, followed in February by Whitehouse’s fun French themed evening for St Valentines 

Night. March saw Bloomfield class hold another great St Patrick’s night dance, also with live music, and in 

April Malone class hosted a very enjoyable Spring Fling tea dance complete with wonderful array of delicacies 

to eat. Lisburn, with the help of our ever efficient demonstration secretary, Lyn, organised an SCD 

demonstration at the Lisburn Mayors Parade and Fun Day in Wallace Park in May where in great sunshine 

they danced amongst other dances Shiftin’ Bobbins illustrating dance links with the city’s history in Linen and 

lace. We look forward to the remaining classes’ events to complete the calendar year and of course to our 

December Anniversary celebration St Andrews Ball and Gala evening in the Titanic Centre, for which 

preparations are well underway.  We intend making that gala a night to remember and also to keep the price 

as low as possible so to that end are also having some fund raising activities. We are grateful to the Ulster 

Scots Agency for awarding partial funding for some of the anniversary activities which helps towards core 

teaching, provision of live music etc but of course meals, extras and other activities are not all eligible. 
 

In line with keeping our policies up to date the revised Branch Constitution and Safeguarding/ Child Protection 

policy are available on the website; a new Risk assessment policy has also been drawn up and also a Branch 

Policy for storing and use of membership personal data.  During the year the website has been kept updated 

and key events also signalled on social media. By the amount of interest generated through these we appear 

to be continuing to raise awareness of our presence globally. Patrick continues to assist in giving his time most 

generously using his photographic and video skills.  We have had some excellent praise of the videos of 

branch members dancing those dances we think might help folk enjoy our programmes even more if they see 

the less known or potentially trickier dances performed.  
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We continue to work with the Dance Resource Base and I also attend the Voluntary Arts Ireland Association 

meetings, which have given us some useful contacts and support for our activities. I also provided a response 

to the DCAL Strategy for Culture and Arts. Perhaps most usefully these contacts have resulted in some 

invitations to demonstrate SCD at some higher profile events alongside other groups such as at the Skills Fair 

in the Markets and at the BBC Get Creative Day in the Ulster Museum. My thanks go to our demonstration 

secretary Lyn for organising teams and music for these demonstrations. We also have designed and printed 

leaflets for distribution to promote the branch and classes whenever such opportunities arise. 
 

The Branch’s main function to promote the learning and enjoyment of SCD and to support our members in this 

has of course been to the fore throughout the year. All our classes continue to go from strength to strength. 

While numbers fluctuate from time to time within classes the overall picture is good with a continual steady 

stream of new members overall, fortunately, to cushion the blow of losing some others who no longer feel they 

are able to continue to dance.  One of the key elements in keeping our newer and less experienced members 

motivated has been the introduction of the Basic Skills class which Evelyn has taken with great skill and 

diplomacy.  Taking time to help them to experience the joy of SCD through better understanding of technique 

and basic formations and conventions has paid great dividends. The class was genuinely sad when the course 

of six classes ended and were unanimous in expressing the desire for it to resume next season.  It is my view 

that this is a very successful way to work with novices while keeping new members attending our regular 

classes so that they get the best of both worlds. Thus they identify with the Branch class but are supported not 

to feel that they are a burden to experienced dancers or teacher, no matter how much they are reassured that 

that is not so.  I offer my thanks to all our teachers who do sterling work throughout the year, motivating new 

members, while also encouraging those of us to keep going whose ageing process is evident not only to 

ourselves but also to the teacher. It’s all about fun and friendship even when fitness is more of a challenge. 

Where else could you get all this healthy fun at so little cost - largely kept minimal due to teachers giving their 

time and expertise for a small nominal sum and class reps and other committee managing the work so freely!  
  

The advanced class has been enjoyed by a good turn out each month. The committee was delighted when 

Jeanette agreed to be the class representative for this now established class in our programme. The teachers 

for these classes need a special word of thanks for the effort and expertise they have put into these, finding 

many very interesting and intriguing dances to challenge the more experienced dancers in the branch and 

allow our teachers also to have some dancing together at an appropriate level. 
 

Branch members have shared many happy evenings dancing with friends not only in our own activities but 

also with other groups.  Again the Branch had one of the largest groups in Perth for the RSCDS AGM and 

weekend. Several members are going to join Dublin SCD club for their 50th Anniversary events this weekend. 
  

During the year several members have suffered close family bereavements and illness and to all those who 

look back on the year as one of personal challenge we send loving thoughts. I am constantly assured that 

Scottish country dancers in Belfast Branch care about and support each other, being there for each other in 

times of both joy and sorrow.   On the joyous occasions we have been involved in family and class 

celebrations for members including “big birthdays” (even a 90th or two!). We all delighted sharing in our 

President’s joy in becoming a Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, receiving her Award 

from the Duke of Cambridge at Buckingham Palace in March. We congratulate Elizabeth most warmly. 
 

Now that we are nearly half way through this 70th Anniversary year I ask you all to continue to support your 

classes, their representatives, teachers and committee in making  2016 a year to remember with all the fun, 

fitness and friendship we are privileged to enjoy.   
 

Aileen Patterson,  

Branch Chairman,   

25 May 2016 


